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A Word from the Chair:
Foster Neville

I don't know about other members of the Society but I find I can derive a
great deal of pleasure just from looking at a good exemplar shee!
perhaps I am imagining what the letterforms would be like once
connected together on a page of fluid handwriting. The exemplar which
the Society commissioned Alfred Fairbank to produce in 1960, and
which was happily reprinted in Issue B1 of Writing Matters last summer,
represents such an experience for me. The precision and elegance [and
triumph of compactnessJ of Fairbank's SIH exemplar make it easy to
admire and the style of Italic represented there appears the ideal one to
emulate. It is not surprising that Fairbank continues to attract and to
train new enthusiasts of considered handwriting.

Most hands of course actually contain many esoteric fragments
(including formal calligraphy and even print). Indeed, I often think
serious lifelong Italicists are a little like plant-hunters - their paradise
being not only such exemplars as this but anything handwritten. No one
guards the foxtail lilies here and you are free to pick them as you wish
but should consider how they came to be carried along the road to
colonise new terrain. The wide variations make it interesting; each of
our rocks and soils vary and the'plants'adapt.

The cooler north may have been responsible for the letterforms
employed by the artist Birtley Aris who died earlier this year. Members
may recall his illustrated talk as part of Fireworks in ltolic at
westminster School in November 2004._Birtley's work, which very often
incorporated Italic-derived letterforms, was always animated by his
personality and his knowledge of and interest in many subjects including
iazz and poetry. I consider his Edward Thomas Adlestrop illustrations to
be peerless but his Christmas cards were also a very real delight and
miniature works of art in themselves. His more recent work was with
living poets such as Sean O'Brien and Peter Bennet. His Night Train
collaboration with O'Brien in particular is worth looking out for as it is a
beautiful little book featuring Birtley's characteristically precise ink
drawings which always feel to me rather Secret Garden-ish.

Covid restrictions in 2020 meant that I did not see friends like Birtley
but he and I did fill this void by exchanging 'exemplars' of our own hands
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for each other, as well as exchanging selections for Desert Island Drscs

(Birtley's I hope Nick may be able to reproduce at a later date), As

befitted an artist, Birtley always emphasized freedom from the exemplar
and admired most those hands which had truly begun to dance, whether
or not they still adhered to a specific model at this stage was
unimportant to him.

Looking once again at Fairbank's SIH exemplar I am delighted by its
capturing of the dominant type of letterforms (and it makes me think of
a connection of sorts between Alfred Fairbank and Harry Beck, the
designer of the Underground map) but I am also reminded that there are
still many other exciting species of ltalic, some of which do not even
think to call themselves Italic like Birtley's own hand.

Notes from the Secretaryi Nick the Nibs

San Nrws
I am sorry to report that two more of our members have died:
Cadwaladr W. Roberts and Colin Giddings. I wrote to Colin's widow,
Val, to give her our condolences and to ask if she could send me any of
his handwriting which I could reproduce as a tribute to Colin. She

very kindly sent me the design for a letter which I have included on
the back cover of this issue.

Accounrs
The Society's accounts for the year ended 31 December 2020 are
included with this issue. If there is anything that you need explaining
or clarifying, please contact Gordon. His details are on page 10.

AGM 2O2L
Please take a few minutes to complete the AGM form included with
this issue and return to me by 31 May 202L I am allowing more time
this year as deliveries in some areas of the UK and countries overseas
may be hit by postal delays during the pandemic. Remember that you
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can email your responses to me if you so wish by using this address:
nickthenibs@hotmail. co.uk

SIH er rHn SSI 2021
Although the SIH was invited to display items at this event in |uly, we
have decided after some deliberation not to attend mainly because I
think it is still too early to be going to large scale indoor events. I also
feel uneasy about having to use public transport just yet as I walk
everywhere and although I am prolific walker, it is way beyond my
capabilities -and shoe leather- to cover 240 miles in one day!

MRrERnr
I have a square for the autumn issue but not for the summer one so I
would be happy to receive any contributions. In particular t would
like to receive more examples of italic handwriting as seen in some
of the examples in this issue.

Nnw ADDRESS

Please send all future and contributions and correspondence to my
new address and not to 11 Richmond Close - thank you!

Nuxr Issun
Issue 85 will be published in late |une/early fuly so please let me have
all material by Saturday Z?Nlay ZOZL. Please see Subm itting Material
on page 24 of this issue for further advice.
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Crossbar Dilemmas:
Simon Daniel

Kate Gladstone is quite right in pointing out that in my handwriting I

contravene the rule that stipulates that the cross bar of the letter/
should be at the x height, which facilitates the join on to the next letter
(Writing Matters Issue 82, Autumn2020). I do my crossbars lower
than this because, to my eyes, the conventional position of the
crossbar can look too high, at least when I do it, and moving it down
slightly results in a letter of more pleasing proportions, with more
balance between the top part and the bottom part. Kate's comment
inspired me to produce a very simple exemplar to try to demonstrate
what I mean [below).

9i,* fu {t,,,u

tr"* tffr* styfar-'5
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On the exemplar, the first/is the conventional one, the second is the
one I favour and the third is a kind of compromise between the two
which can work in some situations.

In the first version of the word 'family'you will see that the
conventional crossbar joins neatly to the following letter a. But in the
second version, curving the lower crossbar upwards at the end takes it
to the same point though not quite so neatly, and at the same time
lends the letter a touch of elegance. In the third version the join works
perfectly well.

In the word'conifer', all the/s join the following letter e in the same
way, though perhaps the conventional crossbar interferes less with
the preceding letter i and to that extent is the most satisfactory.

In the word 'often'we have anlfollowed by a t which has its own
crossbar and this can be difficult wherever they are positioned. It is
neater to do one crossbar through both letters, which means writing
the two uprights first and I find that this can make spacing a bit tricky.
But I hope you agree that all versions work reasonably well.

The word'suffer'contains a doublel which emphasises the
characteristics of the letter and on the whole, I prefer the second
version with its lower centre of gravity.

However, I think that in the end it comes down to a matter of taste. If
we want to write in an italic hand, there are rules we have to follow
but some rules are more fundamental than others and it is only when
we move always slightly from the exemplar sheets by introducing
little idiosyncrasies into our handwriting that it becomes personal to
us.
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SO NNET LXX II I

ff^h,^f /h'w fy* 4,?0w m.ag st i,w ma bd4nfd,
*Wtu,wytflaw 

b,tutet, or t ilt*t or1ftru, do h.a4,g
.ugcw d; b*gl* wrti.r,fu s/,1/d<2 agama tr ?lw, co-7dt,
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frs gfc,r sMJ*,/[c,il+ tu, d* wtd ;
(yV h;4rfu 6y **td, by b{,*ok t 4g{4c difi, tf,lcy wy ,

4* n* r{w* st€)rt d,Kr glfir-r"rg l: s,ut{uJi,rw,

TWa,r ow rho fr,tt4ei f fu lo"yd4, stdfi4, lir,,

As tlu ?k4fr14'baC , wlw?rw tfi %4,t1,tg -r,ryainw,

CW, wrril,t rl^arfr |4r*,"o1+ tfi yvws ,,t6r4,rt4h'il bJ.

fh;4 rh.ow yorcoi,r'se , wltir,l+ ,tz,a/k$ fr+! torv ruort, *Ovttg ,

ffi torro r{,t/ti wll/, r,rilrrt, rtww yttw*u tofi,tt, o* loug .

e4l i/,1,t44r4, S hale*t1lta.ru,

Ron Gordon
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How I Came to ltalic:
Tom Barney

I Ieft primary school with a dreadful scrawl, of which mercifully few
examples have survived. I had been taught to write there by the
notorious Nelson scheme, whose unnatural shapes I found impossible to
make correctly and presentably while writing at a serviceable speed. I
disliked the model too: its style seemed to talk down to me, just as surely
as the books' text did. (of the exit stroke of a lower-case I: 'lt's not round
like these, it's not sharp like these, it should have a nice little curve'.)

Throughout primary school there had been attempts by both my
teachers and my parents to improve my handwriting. The unsound and
unattractive model ensured these attempts would fail; this and the
hortatory nature of these attempts turned handwriting work into a
grindstone. So when, on a visit to a bookshop, I saw a book called Better
Handwriting,lvery much hoped no one else would spot it, in case they
bought it for me. It was of course George L Thomson's book. If only I had
looked inside.

When I arrived at secondary school several of my new teachers told me I
would have to improve. In particular I had an English teacher who tooh
or so he said, a special interest in handwriting, but he clearly knew very
little about it, fSome years later a friend who had met him on a
postgraduate course said to me: 'well, he can't write'.) He inspected the
handwriting of every member of the class, handing out exemplars
(supplied by Osmiroid) of whichever style he thought closest to theirs.
To me, though, he said I obviously had difficulty, so I should change to
'this one', as he handed me a sheet on Marion Richardson. I recoiled from
this style too, while his foisting it on me seemed a kind of character-
moulding. My mother's advice was to go along with it. 'Even though it's
Marion Richardson,' she said, 'it will still be distinctly yours.' I could not
explain that Marion Richardson could never be mine, and certainly never
would be mine. [t was with great delight that a year or two later I read
Tom Gourdie on Marion Richardson:

'Her writing scheme has been greatly criticised for the immature-
looking handwriting it produces because of the over-insistence on a
rounded anti-clockwise movement... This is why so many who have
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been taught to write this style cease to do so in favour of Ialic or
Round hand once they leave the primary school.,

This was exactly what I had instinctively felt.

My teacher, feeling I needed more than just a solitary exemplar sheet,
put me on a course of handwriting cards. These were in fact by
christopher Jarman, whose schemes are sound, but I did not know that
then, and they added to my homeworh so I resented them. They were
inclined to get creased being carried to and fro in my school bag, to my
teacher's annoyance. once I forgot about one; it came to light sbme days
later crushed under a pile of books. 'oh, the state they come back in!, he
said when I produced it. well, whose idea was it for me to borrow them?

Remarks he made to me implied that I should be following the cards,
model more slavishly than I was. I did not believe a model had to be
followed slavishly - or necessarily at all. He persisted: when our yearly
exams approached, he announced one day that everyone would spend
the lesson revising, except for me and two others 'who will do a crash
course in handwriting'. I had in fact made some improvement by
reducing the x-height of my writing so that the strokes were eajier to
accomplish, or perhaps just less obviously ugly. The overall appearance
was somewhat neater, but I defied the cards and did not alter my style.

It was this very improvement which got me into trouble with a new
English teacher the following year, For I had reduced the size of my
writing so much that it was barely legible. There seemed to be an
impossible trade-off between legibility and neatness: the bad model I
was taught had left me unable to achieve both. I felt increasingly
uncomfortable about the repeated exhortations to enlarge myletters,
but unable to respond to them. But I had by chance now heard, and seen
a little, of italic. wearying after some months, of trying to resolve my
impasse, I saw that if I learned italic I could simply walk away from the
problem. I borrowed books on italic from the library. (They were easy to
find in those days.) It took a while to master the letterforms, but even my
first tentative steps instantly improved my writing. I followed them with
a concerted campaign in the Easter holidays.
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I soon became an enthusiast. Here was a style which was distinctly mine
in several senses. In the cut and thrust of its rhythm it appealed to me as
no other had. As I acquired some freedom I also acquired a personal
style. And - and this I relished - it was my own discovery, in the face of
others'ignorance and of their determination to steer me in an
uncongenial direction. By learning to write better in my way and despite
them, I had had my revenge.

Tfuis italic hltnd,is possLbly

r,{w ffLost drctssib{r to rht

titli,,tL,iti{ltrtl, fi,s t* i,s sintp lt,

di,rrcfr fr,ntd rtry m6y r$ rcntl .

Ken Fraser 2021
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Fountain Pens:
Cyril Deighton

The fountain pen is a remarkable example of micro engineering, mass-
produced and modest in price. Its normal use employs capillary-action
and surface-tension to defy inertia, friction, air-pressure and
temperature changes and even defy gravity.

With the nib downwards, ink flows but because nature abhors a vacuum
ink would not move unless air passed into the reservoirs to replace the
departing ink.

The feed is the heart of the fountain pen. Patents registered in the 1BB0's
- notably one by L.E. Waterman - sent ink flowing towards the nib, while
in the same channel, air moved in the opposite direction to the ink
reservoir. The use of ink keeps the reservoir at a lower pressure than air
coming in, This prevents the ink flowing back along the feed's air
channel.

Air is sucked into the ink reservoir in slow-forming bubbles governed by
the reduction in air pressure there. The entry place where the air-bubble
forms is called the weir and is carefully designed and different from one
pen brand to another,

Tip the pen to be nib-upwards and gravity takes command as ink from
the nib, collector and feed flows back into the ink reservoir. The position
of the weir allows displaced air to escape along the air channel.

The weir is the heart of the pen but the nib decides its performance.
Nibs of 14-kt gold are 5B%o gold and 1B-kt nibs are 75o/o gold, The other
part is mostly copper and silver. The 1B-kt nib is said to be more flexible
but nib-makers tell me that it's the thickness of the gold and the way in
which it is anchored into the collector that decides flexibility, So does the
length of the slit in the nib.

Steel nibs are also commonly fitted to fountain pens, Modern steel nibs
are not to be compared with the short-lived ones stamped-out by the
millions in 19th century factories, Extensive use of steel for construction
and armaments has produced case-hardened steel, stainless steel and
other sophisticated alloys. Some steel r-ribs are coated with gold but this
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is entirely cosmetic.. Steel tends to be harder and inflexible but there are
many exceptions. For writing italic, the stiff,'hard shoulder italic' nib of
about l-mm width is a good choice.

Sign of the Tines:
Your Correspondence

Scnrsrs Rruo Scuor.eRs

I read issue 83 of Writing Matters rather hastily and recently felt that I

had left something undone so have just re-read it. Kate Gladstone was
lamenting that Scribes ond Sources might be generally unavailable,
however, it can still be found for a similar price to when it was newly
printed. Below is a link to abebooks.com (USA), but it is also available on
abebooks.co.uk where some months ago, I purchased a very nice copy of
A Book of Scripts in a dust wrapper and signed by Alfred Fairbank for a
very reasonable price.

https : //www.abebooks.co.uk/servlet/SearchResults?cm-sp=SearchF---
home---
Results&an=&tn=scribes+and+ sources&kn=&isbn= &n= 2 0 0 000237

David Hope, Sutton Coldfield, West Midlands

Snoum Wn Wonnv Anour HqNDwRITTNG?

There's an interesting article in the publication The Confident Teacher
entitled 'Should We Worry About Handwriting'. It can be found on
wrryw. th e co nfi d entteach er. co m.

Phil Evans, Barnsley, WestYorks.

Drcente
In Issue 83 of Writing Matters, Foster Neville wished to trace a line
between agriculture and writing. I think I have found that line in the
t966 poem Digging by Seamus Heaney.

12 lPage
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David wrote out this poem in a fine italic hand, however, as the Heaney
poem is still in copyright, I am unable to reproduce it here, sadly. If you
are thinking of writing out any poetry to send for publication, please
make sure that it is either out of copyright or you have permission from
the copyright holder. Ed.

Forty Years Ago

TuRoucu THrcr aruo Tnrrrt

This is a report of a talk given at the Society's Annual General Meeting on
2 April 1981 by Father Simon Trafford oSB, in which he drew on his long
experience of helping boys at Ampleforth College to learn italic
handwriting.

He dealt first with the italic pen, pointing out that, although this gives the
best result, it could be attended with certain problems if it were not
properly adjusted to its task For example, the chisel edge could cut into
the paper if it were too sharp. Success in handwriting depended largely
on finding the right mixture of five variables, three related to materials
and two to their manipulation. The former consisted of the sharpness of
the pen, the smoothness of the paper and the quantity of ink the latter of
pen pressure and pen angle. Thus, the extremes within which the
solution lay were a very sharp pen on rough paper with minimum ink,
and a very smooth nib on smooth paper with a copious flow of ink. The
best combination occurred when the pen glided over the paper with
sufficient ink to act as a lubricant, but not enough to blotch the paper.

Nib'grinding. The speaker demonstrated the tools that he employed in
preparing his nibs - a small, hand turned grindstone for the initial
shaping carborundum stone for fining it down, a cloth on which to rub
the pen to remove any traces of loose metal, and a pocket microscope or
magnifying glass to inspect and check the result. The nib should not be
ground to too sharp an edge. Free movement of the pen over the paper
ought not to be sacrificed to high contrast of thick and thin strokes.

Paper. Various kinds of paper, ranging from the porous duplicator
variety to the very smooth high-quality product were discussed. Paper
resting on wood or a hard top presented an unsympathetic surface. This
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could be remedied by writing over a paper pad, which should not,
however, be so thick as to impede the operation of the pen. It was also
helpful to insert a sheet between the hand and writing paper to afford
protection from the natural grease of the hand, which often marred the
last few lines of writing.

Ink-flow. This was determined by the position of the reservoir in
relation to the nib (the nearer the nib, the greater the flow) and by the
width of the slit in the nib. The tines of the nib should not be separated
as this would inhibit the flow of ink.

Pressure. A light touch, just sufficient to allow the ink to flow, was
recommended.

Pen angle. The more the writer turned his nib to the vertical, the less
smooth it was to write.

Father Trafford then considered whether one could write Italic with
other instruments. He thought that this was possible, though the
characteristic thicks and thins would generally be lost. This was not
important if the letter shapes were sound, and the result looked good
and thoroughly italic. Pupils could in fact learn to write with one of the
'easier' instruments, and it might well be better to teach in this way than
to insist on the use of the'difficult'italic nib from the outset He showed
on the screen several illuminating slides of the nibs of writing
instruments and enlargements of the letters which they made on paper
and made the following comments.

Non-italic fountain pen. These usually had blob nibs, but they gave the
best feel and left a good line.

Ball poinL A most convenient instrument for notes and rough work.
The cheap ones were messy and splodged. Although expensive models
were most satisfactory, all slithered about and made an inferior line. 0n
the other hand, where pressure was required, e.g., with carbons, they
were serviceable. Best results were obtained on Roneo paper.

Nylon/Fibre tip. This instrument moved with greater friction than the
ball point and therefore required a smoother, but not too thick paper.
The amount of ink varied with different makes but the nylon/fibre tip
always left a better line.
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Rolling baIL This pen was a poor starter, giving a ragged, uneven line.

ITALIC
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From this group, the speaker favoured the nylon/fibre tip and the
fountain pen. For at least one member of the audience, his slides proved
conclusively what a shoddy, nasty thing the ballpoint is.

The next theme was pen hold. Here, Father Trafford suggested a light
grip with sensitive fingers, a pear shape between thumb and forefinger,
and a comfortable distance between the end of the nib and the thumb
and fingers holding the pen. This distance could be measured by writing
with a pencil sharpened to a stubby point and marking the place where it
was gripped. He had found that, in his own case, it was 1.Lcm. He
warned against the bent forefinger.

Our speaker then proceeded to describe his methods of teaching,
indicating groups of letters linked by family likeness, various sorts of
joins and capitals. Figure 1 sets out his system and makes further
description unnecessary. fAfter the lecture I wrote to Father Trafford,
suggesting that his 'difficult joins'were not necessary, since letters
should only be connected when the joins are natural. Excessive joining
such as we see in almost every recent writing book leads to sprawl and
spoils letter spacing. He kindly replied: 'l agree that difficult joins should
never happen; therefore, I teach them unjoined, but show how they can
be joined because they will be in writing fast, when shapes will be
modified and the joins then become easy and natural.' I am not sure
whether this isn't like saying: 'All our boys will be certain to tell lies
when they grow up; let s then teach them to do it properly.')

After outlining his teaching methods, Father Trafford reflected on the
problems of handwriting competitions. There was unavoidably a certain
artificiality about them. In ordinary handwriting, the pen movements
made more or less accurate marks on the paper. But a writer in his
competition entry was tempted to slow down movement in a self-
conscious attempt to make more accurate marks to satisfy the judges.
Since most people did not have the skill to do this unless they were
formal calligraphers, his writing on that occasion might not be his best.
In principle, the only fair competition would be one in which all
competitors had to write to dictation at various speeds. Results of
competitions unavoidably owed something to the personal predilections
of the judges. Nevertheless, boys should be encouraged to enter
competitions since the discipline of trying to write as well as possible
was beneficial.
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Father Trafford concluded his talk by describing ways of educating the
eye and sharpening awareness of letter shapes, e.g.,blackboard worh
including the use of double chalk; writing with lettering nibs in pupils'
books and on covers; writing monograms and overhead ligatures;ind
writing notices, letterheads etc. for reproduction by offset litho or
photocopying. Excellent examples of these were illustrated on the
screen.

A S 0sley

From Journal L05, Spring 1981

I anlwnhng rhislnwer very

slowly, b ecaus e I hnw *nt
you mrl' t rr,al v ery fast.

Ken Fraser,2021
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Paper:
Cyril Deighton

The same capillary-action that takes ink down to its nib will continue
into the fibrous-capillarity of paper. Without the fibres woven in the
paper the pen will not write; it won't write on paper or glass.

Paper is made of rag, wood, cotton or vegetable pulp in various
combinations. The action is mechanical and chemical It is n-rechanical
because it must put ink into the paper's fibres and chemical because the
ink must combine with the paper and not be repulsed by it. But if the ink
combines too readily the line spreads and becomes 'feathered'. This is to
be seen when writing on wrapping-paper or poor-quality newspaper.

Good quality paper such as writing paper is coated with starch or size,
but cheap notebooks and ring-notebook refills are often unevenly
coated. when ink lines skip and slide paper is the most likely cause.
Copier paper is cheap and the ink-line is often good enough for quick
notes; and this will vary from batch to batch and from ink to ink. Bold-
coloured ink can go thin and wishy-washy on paper with an excess of
glaze.

Those writing an italic style find that surface tension affects the result so
that the ink will be slightly narrower than the width of the nib, The thin
line produced by fine or extra fine nibs are best when bold-coloured inks
are used. Lastly, I have found that good paper for pens is more rare than
good inks. When you have a good ink and paper combination make a

note of it!
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From the Archives

Tun EvolurroN oFTHE CHencrRy Haun
This article was written in consultation with Sir Sydney Cockerell, Sir
Francis Meynell, WWid Blunt ond Stanley Morison.

Italic handwriting is the modernised version of the Chancery hand
which was first perfected by Roman scribes in the early part of the
sixteenth century.

The capital letters of italic handwriting are based on the classical
letters of Roman inscriptions of the first century AD, but the small
letters have simplified and more easily executed forms which
gradually developed in the course of centuries from the same Roman
letters under the influences of economy of space and fluency and
speed in writing.

The development of the small letters passed through many
intermediate stages, and the history is a long and complicated one, but
there were two definite epochs which are of paramount importance.

In the year 789AD Charlemagne ordered a revision of all the books in
use in the churches throughout his dominions. The work was
supervised by the English scholar Alcuin. [t was only fitting that the
pre-eminent handwriting of the time should have been chosen for
such an important tash and it was inevitable that the use of the hand
so selected should spread. The ultimate success, however, of what is
now known as the Caroline hand was very much greater and more
lasting, for it became the progenitor of all subsequent scripts of the
Western World. For about three hundred years it was the
predominant writing of Western Europe, but during the twelfth
century more compressed and angular versions began to
preponderate, and by the fourteenth century had ousted Alcuin's
generous characters.

Towards the end of the fourteenth century, the great artistic and
literary revival known as the Italian Renaissance began. The humanist
leaders of the movement thought the current handwriting uncouth
and called it'gothic'- meaning literally barbarous. Their literary
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researches led them to the examination of a large number of
manuscripts which had Iong lain forgotten in the libraries of Western
Europe, and among them they found many written in an eleventh
century version of the Caroline hand which was outstanding for its
legibility and beauty. They enthusiastically adopted the 'antique
letter'as they called it, with the classical Roman letters for capitals,
and in a few years the form known as the humanistic hand developed.
The labour-saving informal variant of this hand was exceptionally
graceful, and at the same time an extremely practical and expeditious
hand. For these reasons it was adopted for diplomatic uses in the
chanceries at Venice and Rome in about L447, and thus became
known as the Chancery hand. Printing was invented in about 1450
and the early type makers copied handwriting as closely as possible,
so that the printed word would not suffer by comparison. In Northern
Europe the first ffies were based on gothic hands, but in Italy in 1465
the deliberately written formal variant of the humanistic hand was
used as a model for the first'roman'Wpe, and in 1500 the Chancery
hand became the pattern for the first'italic'type. Usage slightly
modified the Chancery hand, and it appeared in its most finished form
in the first known writing manual which was published in !522 by the
Vatican scribe Ludovico degli Arrighi, a native of Vicenza.

The Chancery hand was introduced into England before1483, and in
L57L was described as the Italic hand in the first English writing book.
It achieved a certain degree of popularity in court and scholastic
circles, but insular prejudice militated against its more general
acceptance and by the end of the seventeenth century it had been
more or less rejected in favour of hands fostered by commercial
interests.

The inspiration of the contemporary movement for the revival of
beautiful handwriting comes from the incomparable standard of the
sixteenth century scribes. The movement has adopted the Chancery
hand and adapted it to satisfy twentieth century everyday needs. The
spearhead of the movement is the Society for Italic Handwriting.

Geoffrey Ebbage
From Bulletin 4, Autumn 1955
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SusMrrrrr{c MerrRmr
Contributions such as articles and handwriting may be submitted via email
as an attachment or sent by post to the above address. When submitting
handwriting examples, please ensure that they are written in black ink on
smooth, white paper, as colours do not reproduce very well, blue in
particular. Anything that is not in solid blach i.e. grey, will give
disappointing results. However, designs for the square on the front cover
may now include colour. If you have any queries about how to submit,
please contact me.

Publication times:
Spring issue: late March/early April. Colour scheme: Green.
Summer issue: late |une/early |uly. Colour scheme: Red/Orange.
Autumn issue: late September/early October. Colour scheme:
Brown/Red/Orange.
Winter issue: mid December. Colour scheme: Blue.
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